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Ikea dresser black 3 drawer

Arrange your home with your preferred dresser. Keep clothes, accessories and other items stored in style in one of our drawer's practical chests. In our wide selection of clothes, you can find one for any room, any space and any needs. Wide and low? Tall and narrow? Lots of small drawers or some large ones? In wood,
plastic or metal? Our dressers offer practical storage and stylish décor, whether you prefer something small and discriminatory in your lane or something that appears in your living room. Get your organized thing with a Dressers drawer chest and drawer unit can help you keep your thing organized, easily found and easily
accessible. Depending on your storage needs, you can choose between two to ten drawers of dressers. Or perhaps you prefer a modular chest of drawers that can be fitted with as many drawer units as needed. For multi-purpose clothing, you may want more organizational options, especially if you find your thing
tempting inside the drawer. See our smart box to expand your storage options. Also, check out our clothes with a wide selection of drawers. Some dressers have a combination of small and large drawers for a wide range of storage options in the same piece. Keep your home safe Remember to always anchor your dress
or chest of drawers to the walls in your home. Dressers are usually not a dangerous piece of furniture. But they can easily become quite heavy when full. Having a heavy dresser end and falling on top of you can be very dangerous. If you have children in your home, they might try to climb drawers while playing or try to
achieve something stored on clothes. The best way to prevent dressers from tipping is to anchor to the walls. All of our clothes come with an accrypted security installation so you can easily anchor to the walls, preventing injuries caused by tips. Learn more about creating a safer home. Skip to the children's chest product
list dressers and chest Drawer unit basket drawer unit StoryWhen your child starts crawling and climbing, the whole house turns into an attractive adventure ground. But, since the toddler does not have any risk awareness, the home environment can hold some dangers, for example furniture that can end. Sometimes it
can be difficult to see risks at home where everything is familiar. Here we dismantle some of the myths and common misconceptions that explain why not all chests of drawers have been guaranteed to the walls. One might think that just high, narrow furniture can tip over – not a low, deep chest filled with Weight. But, if
some drawers are opened, the center of the gravity shift and chest of drawer tips is more. Unfortunately, both children and adults can be seriously injured, even if they are fatal, if they end up under the weight of a fallen drawer chest. An accident can also occur because of a heavy object on a piece furniture falls down, for
example, a TV. Heavier things, more serious consequences. Experience shows that it is really safest to guarantee all the furniture that risks tipping to the walls. When we develop our furniture, we do everything we can to make them stable and safe as possible. It affects the choice of materials and the construction of
furniture. But, we haven't figured out how to outline the laws of nature. As is the fact that the drawn-out drawn drawer works like a lever. Maybe you remember the principle of leverage from physics lessons in school? Otherwise, it can be described like this; although small weight can divert the center of gravity significantly
if the weight is applied to drawers that are pulled out (or open doors). This means that a young child standing, sitting or climbing on an open drawer can cause a large chest of drawers to cope if it is not safe - even low weight loss of a child. Children are curious and creative. That's how they learn new things and discover
the world around them. But, it also contributes to 1-7-year-olds who are more vulnerable to accidents. And the impression, aged 1-4, is most at risk of serious injuries. That's why the chest of drawers – no matter the model or size – can be dangerous if it's not guaranteed to the wall. There are examples from around the
world where children have pulled out one or several drawers and climbed them like stairs, hung, heavy, or climbing into them. But, by constantly getting your chest of drawers to the walls you can prevent and minimize the risks for children exploring the world. It is not just children who accidentally end up on chest of
drawers and risk injuries. Even as adults we sometimes open a few drawers at the same time, especially if we are in a hurry. Another mistake that we sometimes make is to put too much or too heavy things in front of a drawer. In all these cases, the center of gravity shifts beyond the base of the furniture and they tip
over. Uneven floors, carpet edges or wall carpets to thick walls can also cause accidents to be unstable and tipping. Sometimes it's hard to know the potential dangers in your own home where everything is familiar. Here we dismantle some of the myths and common misconceptions that explain why not all chests of
drawers have been guaranteed to the walls. No matter how logical this might feel, it's actually wrong. All furniture can tip more. They become unstable if they have open drawers or doors working as levers and move the center of gravity. produced when the tips of the furniture can be stronger and cause very serious
accidents - especially if they are loaded weight. Low furniture can also tip and risk hurting a person. If several drawers are open at the same time, the center of gravity moves. And when too much weight is distributed from the chest center of the drawer, it More. A child climbing on it, affects the center of gravity in the
same way. That is why you should always follow the installation instructions that show how to protect your furniture to the wall. As a parent, it's hard to keep an eye on your children all the time. Unfortunately, many accidents occur when you have no vision. Luckily you have a good possibility to minimize the risk if you get
chests of drawers and other furniture to the walls - even in a room where children don't spend much time. It's all good. But, lacing drawers and doors cannot replace getting furniture and not eliminating all the risks. A child learning to walk usually likes to heal against the chest of the drawer by pulling the handle, and
therefore can make it end. When kids play, they sometimes forget what you've told them. Just because they're older doesn't mean it's all safe. In addition, many adults, especially the elderly, hurt themselves badly, sometimes fatal, in an accident with ending furniture. Most landlords in most parts of the world think it's OK
if you guarantee your furniture to create a safe home for your kids. But, it is good to talk to your landlord and perhaps explain what risks it has. Feel free to disseminate some of the knowledge we share here. More people than may think are injured each year in an accident with tipping furniture. Between 2006 and 2016
about 47,000 children under the age of 18 were forced to seek medical treatment in the US due to an accident with a drawer tipping chest (source: Consumer Product Safety Commission, Nov 2017). Holes in the wall are actually quite easy to fix – there's no reason to take family safety risks. When you buy a drawer chest
from IKEA, you should always follow the installation instructions and guarantee it with the accomplched fittings. They are easy to install, and screws and plugs are included. Just fill the hole with the putty when you want to move your drawer chest, or move to another house. All furniture can tip more, especially if the
drawer is opened and the center of the gravity shift. Low furniture can also tip over, so always follow the installation instructions. It's hard to keep an eye on your kids at all times. Many accidents occur when you lack vision. It's all good. But, it does not replace getting furniture to the walls. But, they are easy to forget. It's
not all safe just because they're older. Even a seemingly most stable piece of furniture can tip over. People are injured in accidents like this every year. No reason to take safety risks Dressers or storage drawers can help you make sure your things are organized, easy to find and easily accessible. Depending on your
storage needs, you can choose between two to ten drawer dressers. Or maybe you prefer modular chest drawers that can be fitted with how many drawers drawers as needed. For multi-purpose clothing that you might want more organizational options, especially if you find your thing tempting inside the drawer. See our
smart box to expand your storage options. Also, check out our clothes with a wide selection of drawers. For example, some dressers have a combination of small and large drawers for a wide selection of storage in the same section. Skip to the list of Great, Great, GreatBonnieI products really like IKEA products, and I
really like the BRIMNES brand. good quality and so easy to consolidate. I am a 70-year-old woman and if I can do it easily anyone can.5Matching MyNeed Bedroom Furniture to keep the chest below window level; like the depth of the drawer. Attaching anti-tip binding gives the chest a good solid taste. The unit matches
my Brimnes bed and nightstand.5functionAlbertafunctional4This is the best dresserCHELSEAThis is the best dresser I bought, it was solid and nice to see.5Love those3 draw clothes so much I had 3 all right next to each other to make it look like a longer 3 draw dress. It's perfect. SturdyDiannariI's deep drawer bought
this about a month ago and I loved it. Very solid and drawer is so smooth. As my grandchildren say, it's very modern. Highly recommend.5Easy enough to gatherAudrey5I has had this for a few months and I enjoyed it. It's just the right size and the frosted glass pane just raises the dresser. Perfect for what I want and you
can't beat the price!!! 5Ceecee950I brought in a month ago this was what I needed was what I needed and I had the value and color of5Great.two teaspoonswe were looking for a dresser for our newborn, first of all a pretty colour for a boy. Second of all sizes is perfect for this need. And the right price too.5So
SmoothAflorWe needs this for my husband's clothes and he likes it! It looks so sleek and the glass gives the style.5love itsusan377I requires a new dresser and this fits. Great price and lovely looking in our house. The only thing I would say is best if there are two people putting it together.5Love it!mwoodI bought this to
keep linen in our bathroom. It goes along easily and truly beautiful.5Teen ApprovenellynellMy Teen 1 piece in the edition -- Loved it -- easy to eliminate, dust and make a very welcoming room.5Very spaceyAnitsirk1978There is a lot of space in this dresser. My 6-year-old son has been in his room. We bought this
because he had a bedroom Very small and we want something that doesn't take up a lot of floor space, but can keep all her clothes.5Very stylish furniture! Pistolpete44This chest is very easy to build. All sections fit perfectly. The end result is a solid piece of furniture that will boost your bedroom. Very surprised to see the
price so affordable too. I might buy one.5Excellent DresserJulesinCOThis dresser surprisingly great quality, it is very easy to unite (I did it myself under an hour) and looked great. I'll buy another!5Great itemSl 3333I happy with it. It looks good and big enough for my clothes!5Love itSharon moyAwesome a nice piece of
furniture I love all there's stuff5Simple and lookingjoe1015I great buying this dresser for my daughter's room and she loves it. It comes in 2 boxes and the instructions are clear. It is easy to set up. The end result is a great, very modern and sturdy outfit. The quality is excellent. I bought the latter for my other daughter.5
daughter.5
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